
NOW Z41A - 4MP Quad HD Camera

Smart Home
Wi-Fi Cloud
Security Camera



4MP Quad
HD Camera 
Designed to represent an enhanced picture quality in full 
HD video so that every detail can be viewed with vivid 
clarity and a pixilated video feed can be avoided.   

360° View
This Ezykam+ by CP PLUS does not even require 
installation hassles and you can easily place it on a mount, 
plug it in, connect to the Wi-Fi and you are good to go.

720P
Standard Security Camera

4MP
Using the CP Plus Ezykam+ Camera 360



Human Body
Detection 

Designed to provide human detection and intelligent 
alerts, which means only being alerted only when the need 
occurs as the camera detects people as opposed to animals, 
passing vehicles, or other inanimate moving objects.

Motion
Detection Alerts
This camera detects movements in the video frame and
send alerts in real-time to always keep you not ed about
what's happening at home.



Privacy
Mode
Using privacy mode, you can block the camera view & 
recording of a speci�c area of your choice to maintain 
privacy.

Provides full-color video even in low light. Using a bigger 
CMOS image sensor, this camera offers a wider contrast 
range allowing shadows and darker areas to be illuminated 
with perfect clarity as the sensor with bigger pixels collects 
more light, and more light improves the image quality 
even in the dark.

Superior
Night Vision



Alexa and
Google Supported

Works with Alexa & Google Home so you can go hands-free 
and command the camera with your voice while enjoying 
the safety of a smart home.

“Alexa, show me kid’s room camera.”

“showing the kid’s room view.”

View & Talk 
Enables you to stay in touch with your loved ones from 
anywhere, meaning you can also talk while viewing the live 
video feed on the phone.



Speci�cation - Z41A



Kids Safety Office Home Retail Shops Pet Safety

Applications

CIN No.: U74899DL1995PLC066784
Tech & Sales Support No.


